
GSM BASED VEHICLE THEFT SYSTEM

This article gives an overview of the design and development of GSM based Vehicle Theft Control System, which can
be used to to avoid vehicle theft.

Some of these vehicles are never traced. At once if the vehicle seems to be theft, the owner just has to send an
SMS to that vehicle, that means a vehicle will be stopped all the doors will be closed then the theft will be
locked in the car. System activates the vibration sensor once the user removes key from the lock. It detects the
amount of vibration, compares it with threshold level set by user and gives high pulse at its output. The entire
designed unit is on a single chip. The microcontroller retrieves the exact location details from the GPS and
sends an SMS to the concerned authority over GSM modem on periodical intervals which is set by the user.
Please take immediate action. The microcontroller acts a heart of the owl system , that accepts the signals from
these sensors and sends the signals to the GSM modem and alerts the buzzer. An advantage of this project is
that the owner of the vehicle can also send back the SMS, which will deactivate the ignition of the vehicle.
After this if system detects the vibration then it acknowledges it as an invalid access to the vehicle. This data
is fed to the microcontroller, that is interfaced to a GSM modem. In the present days, most of the vehicles are
designed with GSM based vehicle theft control systems, which provides the protection from thefts even if they
are parked in the parking area. If any of these parameters is sensed, the microcontroller sends the commands to
the buzzer, the SM modem and to the LCD display. Then Microcontroller continuously sends SMS to the
owner of vehicle. Therefore, the owner of the vehicle from anywhere can deactivate the engine of the vehicle.
We have used Digital output vibration sensor. Once, the vehicle is being stolen, the information is being used
by the vehicle owner for further processing. In future, this anti theft system for cars will be enhanced to
function as an integrated-data-security system for car communication systems. Again it will come to the
normal condition only after entering a secured password. System immediately turns on the Buzzer and sends
text SMS to the user. The vehicle owner receives the SMS that his vehicle is stolen. In this project, if an
unauthorized person tries to steal the vehicle, the microcontroller gets an interrupt through a switch
mechanism which is connected to the system. Further, this data can be sent to the vehicle owner through an
SMS who can enter these values on google maps to get the vehicle location. This project will be very useful to
people to keep track of their vehicles. An interfacing mobile is also connected to the microcontroller, which is
in turn, connected to the engine. Particularly these vehicles may incur huge losses on the part of the amount
invested on these vehicles. By reading the signals received by the mobile, one can control the ignition of the
engine; say to lock it or to stop the engine immediately. Any action after key removal will be considered as
invalid access to the vehicle. Download Synopsis of the project Description: GPS vehicle theft tracker project
detects the vehicle theft. Microcontroller reads the vehicle co-ordinates using the GPS modem. System treats it
as a vehicle theft. However it is important part while developing the project.


